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Background to Changes

• NOCN continues its commitment to quality assurance.

• We review our suite of policies annually to ensure they are fit 
for purpose. 

• We are aligning quality assurance policies and associated 
documentation across the NOCN Group.

• We have listened to feedback from centres on current 
versions.

• We want to help and support centres by providing clearer, 
easier to follow policies.
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Which Documents Have Been Updated?

• NOCN Direct Claims Status Policy

• NOCN Centre Monitoring Policy

• NOCN External Quality Assurance Report 

• NOCN Quality Assurance Manual
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Direct Claims Status 
(DCS) Policy
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Direct Claims Status Policy

• Policy has undergone a full review.

• The updated policy will not affect centres’ current DCS 
approvals.

• Clarification of how DCS is monitored by NOCN once 
approved.

• Centres are able to transfer their current DCS approvals from 
other Awarding Organisation to comparable NOCN 
qualifications. 

• All centres are now able to request DCS review visits.
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Removal of ‘Lead IV’ Verification Step

• A change in how DCS will be administered means the ‘Lead IV’ 
verification step on Quartzweb has been removed.

• This means that for any claims where centres have DCS, these 
claims will be passed straight for processing and certification, 
without the need for verification on the system.

• The removal of this step is simply a change on how DCS is 
administered, and does not, and should not, affect a Centre’s 
need for internal verification and the submission of only valid 
results to NOCN. 

• This change does not affect Cskills Awards originator centres, 
where DCS is already administered this way.
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Criteria to Obtain DCS

• Requirements of criteria to obtain DCS have been simplified and 
made clearer.

• Removal of need for a qualified IQA to obtain DCS for training-based 
qualifications (as apposed to competency-based qualifications e.g. 
NVQs).

• Amendment of requirement that centres must not have been placed 
on a L2/3 Sanction in previous 12 months in order for DCS to be 
awarded, reducing this to 6 months. 

• Additional requirement of an observation of assessment for 
competency qualifications.

• Minimum of 5 portfolio sampled by EQA for DCS to be 
awarded.
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Centre Monitoring 
Policy
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Centre Monitoring Policy

• Policy has been simplified and combines three current 
policy documents: 

− Centre Monitoring Policy
− Risk-Based Approach Procedure
− Sanctions Policy

• Risk rating scale has been simplified to a clearer risk-
rating scale of Low, Moderate or High.

• Risk ratings are now solely applied in regards to the 
centre’s level of compliance with NOCN requirements.
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Centre Monitoring Policy

• Risk rating now corresponds to when the centres next 
monitoring activity will take place.
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Centre Monitoring – Additional Monitoring

• Centres can continue to request additional monitoring. 
Fees will continue to apply for this, as detailed in the 
NOCN Tariff. 

• Additional monitoring may be triggered by NOCN. This 
will not be chargeable to the Centre as it will form part of 
NOCN’s policy on the quality monitoring of its centres.

• Full details of the instances where additional monitoring 
may be triggered are detailed in the updated policy. 
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Centre Monitoring – EQA Visits

• The style and format of EQA monitoring visits and 
remote samples will remain unchanged.

• EQA allocations have stayed the same.  

• Visit planning letter has been refreshed and 
improved. 

• Timeframe of EQAs sending visit planning to centres 
has been increased from 5 to 10 working days prior 
to a monitoring activity taking place. This is to ensure 
sufficient time for visit arrangements to take place. 
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Centre Monitoring – Actions and Sanctions

• EQAs will continue to raise recommendations, actions and 
Sanctions against centres:
− Recommendations are suggested amendments to current practice intended to further improve 

compliance arrangements.

− Actions are mandatory and scope what is required to address areas of non-compliance.

− Sanctions are penalties for non-compliance. Centres will be provided with actions to detail the 
steps required to remove the Sanction, if applicable.

• The Sanctions policy and procedure has not been amended, 
aside from the addition of delivery staff suspension/removal. 

• Actions will no longer be logged through Horizon. Action 
completion will be monitored by EQAs and the Quality 
Assurance Team.
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EQA Report
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EQA Report – Current Picture 

• Currently three NOCN EQA reports in circulation:
− NOCN centres who have been approved by NOCN – online report 

completed on Horizon.

− NOCN centres who were approved by Cskills Awards – PDF EQA 
report inherited from Cskills Awards. 

− One Awards centres – PDF EQA report which mirrors the online 
NOCN version. 

• The need to align the reports across all NOCN Centres.

• Feedback received on current versions and suggestions 
for improvements.
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EQA Report – Improvements Made 

• Report has undergone a full review and is now aligned 
across all Centres.

• Places a focus on the EQAs review of your Centres’ 
compliance with the NOCN Approval Criteria, as well as 
the clearly present these findings for your review.  

• Updated and fresher appearance.

• EQAs will discuss centres’ feedback on the validity of 
NOCN products, which will be documented on the report 
and shared with NOCN.
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EQA Report – Format and Administration

• Format of report for all centres will be a standalone 
PDF document.

• PDF report will be administered through Horizon, to 
allow for secure sending, storage and access of 
reports. This will replace the current formats, which are 
currently either completed directly on Horizon or sent 
via email. 

• Centres are also able to log and submit feedback to the 
Quality Assurance Team on the EQA process securely 
through Horizon.
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EQA Report – Accessing Your Report

• Centres should add users on Horizon for contacts who will need to 
access the report.

• Users will need to have the correct permissions to access the report.

• Centres will receive an automatic email from system@creatio.org.uk
once the report is 

• Centres will need to download the EQA report from the Horizon 
submission form.

• Centres can provide feedback on the EQA visit via Horizon.

• Further guidance regarding accessing an EQA report, adding users 
and submitting feedback to NOCN are detailed in the updated  
Quality Assurance Manual.
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How can you check if a report is available? 
• Search via the forms tab on Horizon to see if a report is available 

and what ‘stage’ it is at:
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How do you download the EQA Report?

• The Horizon report form is split in two sections: Report Overview 
and Download, and Centre Feedback.

• Download the report from the Part 4 of the download section.
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How can you leave feedback?
• Click on ‘Centre Feedback’ section.

• Click ‘Work on this section’.

• Complete and save changes.

• Click ‘Submit Feedback to NOCN’.
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Quality Assurance 
Manual
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Quality Assurance Manual

• Has undergone a full review following the revision of the policies and 
supporting documentation. 

• Content has been reworked to aid clarity of NOCN requirements. 

• Sections have been made applicable to all centres with all provisions, 
with specific qualification requirements detailed within the 
specifications.  

• Addition of approval criteria into the body of the document to provide 
clarity on what our requirements are.

• Expansion of the support and guidance to strengthen the document 
to aid centres in meeting NOCN’s requirements.
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Centre Approval Criteria

• NOCN’s Approval Criteria have been reviewed and 
consolidated to ensure requirements are clear.

• There are new instances of Approval Criteria, where the 
previous version has been simplified and separated for clarity. 
There are no new major requirements. 

• Criteria has been restructured into the below functions:
− Internal Management and Systems
− Delivery Staff, Resources and Equipment (was ‘Resources, Equipment and Staff’)

− Assessment and Training (was ‘Learners’, ‘Assessment, Training and Quality Assurance’ 
and ‘Records’)

− Internal Quality Assurance
− External Assessment Arrangements
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Centre Approval Criteria – New Requirements

• Examples of new criteria include:
− Initial assessment of learners is carried out to confirm the correct level/mode of product 

and remove barriers to entry.

− Assessment methods utilised are in line with qualification requirements and are 
inclusive.

− Assessment records show accurate assessment tracking, progress and achievement.

− Pre-verification of assessment tasks and strategies takes place and is effective.
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When Do Changes Come Into Effect?

• The revised policies will be launched on the 1st August.

• The Quality Assurance Team and your assigned EQA will aim 
to guide Centres in meeting new requirements.

• There will be no penalties for centres who do not immediately 
meet the new requirements on 1st August.

• Centres must continue to consistently meet requirements that 
have remained unchanged.
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Opportunity for Questions
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Further Guidance and Support

Quality Assurance Team

Tel: 0300 227 0500 (option 2)

Email: assurance@nocn.org.uk
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